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Episode #252
Five Surprising Food Origins

8th Apr, 2022

[00:00:00] Hello, hello hello, and welcome to English Learning for Curious Minds, by

Leonardo English.

[00:00:12] The show where you can listen to fascinating stories, and learn weird and

wonderful things about the world at the same time as improving your English.

[00:00:22] I'm Alastair Budge and I hope you’re not listening with an empty stomach

because today, we are going to talk about food.

[00:00:30] And specifically, we are going to talk about the unusual stories of 5 different,

everyday foods, foods that you have probably eaten, or at least heard of, but perhaps

you don’t know where they were invented, how, when and by who.

[00:00:49] On this culinary journey we’ll talk about the sandwich, tomato ketchup, fish1

& chips, chicken tikka masala, and the humble tea bag.2

2 simple and ordinary, not remarkable

1 relating to cooking
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[00:01:00] It is going to be quite the food extravaganza , and I hope you’ll enjoy it.3

[00:01:06] Now, let’s roll up our sleeves , sit down at the table and tuck in to our first4 5

unusual food origin story.

[00:01:17] And it’s one of a food we all know and probably love. The sandwich.

[00:01:23] Now, before you cry out that “nobody invented the sandwich”, it’s just6

bread and something in the middle, let me add a little disclaimer here.7

[00:01:34] Yes, people have eaten bread with meat or vegetables on top, or between

two pieces of bread for thousands of years.

[00:01:43] One of the earliest known sandwich lovers was a Babylonian Rabbi named8

Hillel the Elder who was a prominent figure in Jerusalem in the first century BC.9

9 very well known, important

8 Jewish religious leader

7 statement to limit responsibility

6 say it loudly

5 be involved with excitement in, get stuck into, start eating

4 pull up our sleeves as if getting ready to eat

3 detailed, spectacular and exciting presentation
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[00:01:56] His love of lamb and herbs spread between matzah bread, an unleavened10

flatbread , is recorded in The Haggadah, a Jewish text typically read during11 12

Passover.

[00:02:09] According to the text, the fillings in this sandwich were meant to represent

the Jews’ suffering, especially the crushed nuts which symbolised the mortar that13 14 15

Jews used when they were forced to build Egyptian buildings.

[00:02:25] And this idea of bread with fillings was enjoyed throughout the16

Mediterranean and Middle East for centuries.

[00:02:33] But history, or at least English-language history, has a particular date for the

invention of the modern sandwich, and a particular person who is credited with the17

invention of this dish that is enjoyed by a whopping 56% of the British population18

every single day.

18 surprisingly large amount of

17 publicly acknowledged or considered as the inventor

16 pieces of food used to fill sandwiches, cakes etc.

15 a mixture of sand, water and lime

14 represented

13 broken into small pieces

12 a type of flat, thin bread

11 made without yeast (a type of fungi)

10 covering a space
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[00:02:55] And that date was 1762, and the man, a man named Sir John Montague, the

Earl of Sandwich.

[00:03:05] If you are a particularly dedicated listener to this show you will remember19

that one of the first episodes we ever made, episode number 19 in fact, was on this

story, but here is a reminder of how it went.

[00:03:21] This man, the Earl of Sandwich, was a voracious gambler. He loved playing20

cards, and would sit for hours at a time at the card table.

[00:03:33] But he was also a human being, and like any of us, he got hungry.

[00:03:38] So, one day, so the legend goes, he signalled to a nearby servant to bring21

him some meat between two slices of bread, a meal he could hold in one hand while he

kept his cards in the other.

[00:03:55] No knife and fork were needed, and he could continue to take bites out of

this little parcel of food while he presumably lost more and more money at the card22 23

table.

23 in a very likely way but not certainly

22 wrapped object

21 told him to do it by means of gestures or signs

20 having a strong desire for it

19 enthusiastic and devoted
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[00:04:08] Before long people in fashionable clubs of London started saying “I’ll have24

what Sandwich is having”, and this was shortened just to “sandwich”.

[00:04:20] It turns out that sandwiches are quite nice even if you aren’t sitting at a card

table, but the name remained.

[00:04:27] So, there you go, the British might not have invented the concept of the25

sandwich, but a British man is now forever associated with its name and

popularisation.

[00:04:41] While we’re on the subject of sandwiches, this leads us nicely on to talk

about a sauce that you might find in one.

[00:04:51] If you open any fridge in the UK, you’ll likely see a bottle of this lurking on26

the shelf.

[00:04:58] Some might say it’s the superhero of condiments : tomato ketchup, or27

simply “ketchup”.

[00:05:07] This famous red sauce is both savoury and sweet, but it actually didn’t start

out that way.

27 substances that people add to food to make it taste better

26 waiting to be used while kept out of view

25 idea

24 popular
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[00:05:16] The name ‘ketchup’ actually comes from the Hokkien Chinese word

‘kê-tsiap’, a type of fermented fish which the Vietnamese used to make the sauce. It28

was later brought to China by traders who popularised it in the region.

[00:05:33] It’s believed that the British first encountered the mysterious sauce in the29

late 17th century on a trip to southeast Asia.

[00:05:43] After falling in love with it, they tried to recreate it using anchovies ,30

mushrooms, oysters and walnuts.31

[00:05:53] It doesn’t sound that nice to me, but it was certainly loved by some people.

[00:05:58] It’s said to have been a favourite of Jane Austen, the author of novels such as

Pride and Prejudice, who often added it to her meat and fish.

[00:06:10] But it was still missing a vital ingredient: the tomato.32

32 necessary, very important

31 large, flat sea animals that live in a shell

30 a kind of small fish

29 met, came across

28 chemically changed through the action of bacteria
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[00:06:15] In 1812 an American horticulturist named James Mease took some33

tomatoes, and mixed their pulp with brandy and spices to create the first published34 35

tomato ketchup recipe.

[00:06:31] Although this bore very little resemblance to the original Asian ‘ke-tsiap’,36 37

it was delicious.

[00:06:39] This tomato ketchup was also significantly easier to store than its38

mushroom ancestor but it was by no means perfect.39

[00:06:50] The tomato season was short. Storing tomato pulp proved difficult, and

some producers stored it so poorly that it grew bacteria, yeast or mould .40 41

41 a soft green substance that develops on old food

40 a type of tiny fungus

39 earlier version

38 keep, pack

37 similarity, likeness

36 had

35 a strong alcoholic drink

34 the soft fleshy part

33 a person whose work involves growing garden plants
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[00:07:03] Of course, there were plenty of attempts to preserve the sauce, including42

using the preservative benzoate.43

[00:07:11] And by 1837, it had started to be put into bottles and sold across America.

[00:07:18] Finally, tomato sauce seemed to keep for a long time, meaning it could be44

bought and kept in the cupboard without going bad.

[00:07:27] Remember, we’re still 100 years before mass adoption of fridges here.45

[00:07:32] So, it was quite the triumph when it seemed that ketchup could finally be46

kept for a long time.

[00:07:39] Indeed, Heinz, a company that would later become famous for its tomato

ketchup, ran an advertising campaign with the slogan : "Blessed relief for Mother47 48 49

and the other women in the household!"

49 a feeling of happiness that something unpleasant had ended

48 very fortunate, bringing happiness

47 a short easily remembered phrase

46 a great success

45 the time when they were commonly used

44 stay in its original condition

43 substance used to keep food in its original condition

42 keep in its original condition
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[00:07:52] The relief was because ketchup no longer needed to be made from scratch

whenever someone wanted to eat it - it could be pre-bought and it would keep for a50

long time.

[00:08:03] But, these preservatives were dangerous, they were unsafe, and when

benzoate was finally banned in 1906 the ketchup producers needed to find another

solution.

[00:08:16] Luckily, the solution was right in front of them.

[00:08:19] All that was required was ripe , red tomatoes, which have a higher level of51

natural preservatives and were lower in a particular acid called pectin.52

[00:08:31] And the rest of the history of ketchup is, as they say, history.

[00:08:36] Now, our next food is one that can be enjoyed with ketchup, but if you are a

real purist you will have it only with salt and vinegar.53

[00:08:48] Fish and chips.

53 someone who insists on doing things the way they are supposed to be done

52 substances used to keep food in its original condition

51 completely developed, mature

50 from the beginning, without using anything that already existed
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[00:08:50] Again, we did one very early episode on this, it’s Episode number 17, but

here is the abridged , the concise , version.54 55

[00:09:00] A bit like the sandwich, the origin of fish and chips is shared between the

Jewish community and Britain.

[00:09:09] It all started in the 15th century after Spain expelled its Jewish population,56

sending thousands of Jews fleeing to neighbouring countries like Portugal.57

[00:09:22] In Jewish culture, it is forbidden to cook on the Jewish Sabbath or Shabat.58

[00:09:28] That means that from sundown on Friday to sundown on Saturday, the

kitchen was off limits . To follow this religious requirement, Jewish people needed to59

prepare food before the sun went down on Friday, and this food needed to be good to

eat for twenty four hours.

[00:09:51] One of those foods was a white fish like cod or haddock , fried in flour.60 61

61 a fish of the Northern Atlantic Ocean

60 a large sea fish

59 not allowed to be used

58 not allowed

57 running to escape from danger

56 forced them to leave

55 short and clear

54 short
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[00:09:58] The flour preserved the fish so that it could be eaten cold the following day62

and still have some flavour.

[00:10:07] When Portugal fell under Spanish rule, the Sephardic Jews fled to England,63

bringing their culture and recipes with them, including the fried fish.

[00:10:18] In order to fit in and behave more like the local, Christian, population,64

which was not meant to eat meat on a Friday, and so tended to eat fish, the new65

Jewish immigrants cooked this fried fish on a Friday.

[00:10:34] As it was a dish that fitted both the Jewish and Christian requirements –66

and was evidently pretty tasty – the Jewish immigrants would sell it to the local

population.

[00:10:47] Initially, it was sold on its own, without chips.

[00:10:51] And the identity of the person who first had the genius idea to serve it with67

chips is somewhat debated.

67 very clever

66 was suitable or appropriate

65 were likely to

64 feel that they belonged in that society

63 ran to escape from danger

62 stopped from going bad
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[00:11:00] It’s thought to have been a young, Jewish immigrant named Joseph Malin,

who opened up the first fish and chip shop in London in 1863.

[00:11:10] However there is evidence of another fish and chip shop being opened at

almost exactly the same time by another man in Oldham, in the north of the country.

[00:11:21] In any case, it was an instant hit, a surefire success, and fish and chips68

became an unofficial national dish for Great Britain.

[00:11:32] By 1910 there were over 20,000 fish and chip shops around the UK and

during WW1 the Prime Minister tried to boost morale by keeping shops open.69 70

[00:11:45] Fish and chips became such a part of British culture that when the British

soldiers stormed beaches in Normandy in World War II they reportedly called out to71

each other by shouting “fish” and the other would respond with “chips”.

[00:12:02] This helped them find each other in the chaos of battle.72

72 a state of total confusion

71 suddenly attacked

70 the confidence and discipline of the people

69 improve or increase

68 certain
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[00:12:06] And even today, when the country has been assaulted by American fast73

food outlets , the fish and chip shop reigns supreme , with over 8 fish and chip shops74 75

for every one McDonald’s

[00:12:21] Now, in case you didn’t realise it before, Britain is a big of a magpie when it76

comes to food. A magpie is the black and white bird that steals shiny things to bring77

back and put in its nest.

[00:12:36] And if you didn’t believe it before, the next item on the menu is going to be

yet another example, albeit this time of a food that many British people believe to be78

Indian, but is actually, so the story goes, Scottish.

[00:12:53] And it too is a rival for the UK’s national dish. You might not have heard of it79

unless you have been to the UK, but it’s called chicken tikka masala.

79 something that competes with others

78 although

77 reflecting light, polished

76 a black and white bird that steals bright things to bring back and put in its nest

75 is the most important and powerful element

74 shops that sold the goods of particular companies

73 attacked
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[00:13:07] In case you don’t know what I’m talking about, chicken tikka masala consists

of a boneless chicken cooked over a charcoal fire, and served with a tomato-cream80

sauce.

[00:13:20] And the legend of where it comes from goes something like this.

[00:13:26] In 1971, on a dark night in Glasgow, in Scotland, a bus driver, tired from his

long shift , came into an Indian restaurant with a Pakistani cook, and ordered a81

chicken curry.

[00:13:42] After taking one bite, he sent it back to the kitchen complaining that the

curry was too dry.

[00:13:50] We Brits don’t tend to eat much dry meat, our meat normally comes82

smothered , covered, in gravy and sauce. According to the cook’s son, his father was83 84

suffering from an ulcer and had a pan of tomato soup on the stove cooking that he85 86

was planning to eat later.

86 a device used for warmth or cooking

85 a break or sore in the skin

84 a sauce made with meat juices and flour

83 covered

82 do it regularly or frequently

81 the period in which he did his job

80 without its bones
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[00:14:13] To try and please the customer, he improvised and put his tomato soup,87

some yoghurt and some spices, on top of the supposedly “dry” curry.

[00:14:26] When the dish returned to the table, the bus driver’s eyes lit up . He took his88

fork, lifted it up to his mouth, and instantly fell in love with the dish.89

[00:14:38] He kept coming back to the restaurant with friends to order it again and

eventually, the restaurant put it on the menu.

[00:14:47] It has now become a favourite dish for many Brits, and is something of a

staple in Indian restaurants in the UK.90

[00:14:56] In 2001, it even achieved the high praise of the then British Foreign

Secretary, Robin Cook, who called it a symbol of multicultural Britain.

[00:15:07] I should add that there are plenty of people who say that this story is

folklore , that there is nothing really British about chicken tikka masala.91

91 myth, not real

90 main or important element

89 raised it to a higher position

88 became bright filled with joy

87 made it without already having planned it
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[00:15:18] Indeed, the “tikka” part suggests that its origins are significantly older, and

that the story goes back 5,000 years to a Mughal emperor who was tired of choking on92

chicken bones.

[00:15:31] But while we will never know the true origin of this dish, it is a British

favourite and has this peculiar status of being a supposedly “Indian” dish that you are93

unlikely to find in any Indian restaurants in India, and indeed was perhaps created by a

Pakistani cook in Scotland.

[00:15:53] Now, our final unusual food origin is related to tea.

[00:15:59] We aren’t talking about tea itself – and again if you are a dedicated listener

you will remember that we covered that in episode 238 – but today we are talking

about the tea bag, the small bag with tea leaves that you dip into hot water to make94

tea.

[00:16:19] Like chicken tikka masala, the tea bag was invented completely by accident.

But even more so, its inventor wasn’t even trying to invent it.

94 put (into a liquid)

93 strange

92 finding it difficult to breathe
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[00:16:32] Before the invention of the tea bag, tea drinkers had to make a whole pot of

tea, pouring boiling water over the tea leaves in a strainer .95 96

[00:16:43] If you make your tea like this, you will know that it can get a bit messy , and97

having a tea bag is, well, it’s a lot easier and more convenient.

[00:16:54] So, it won’t surprise you to find out that this was a problem tea drinkers were

thinking about from early on.

[00:17:02] In 1903, there was a patent filed by two women from Milwaukee, in the98

United States, for something called a “tea leaf holder ”, which was a small bag to hold99

tea leaves.

[00:17:15] But it wasn’t until four years later that the tea bag as we know it really

started to be used, and it was all by accident.

[00:17:25] A New York tea merchant named Thomas Sullivan sent some tea samples to

customers which were packaged in small silk bags.100

100 a soft but strong type of cloth

99 a device for putting the leaves in

98 an official licence that would allow them to use it exclusively

97 causing a mess, untidy

96 a kitchen device with a lot of holes for separating liquid from solid

95 causing it to drop or flow
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[00:17:35] He thought that the customers would open the silk bags and put the tea

leaves into a pot.

[00:17:43] But when the customers started complaining about the fine texture of101 102

the bags, Sullivan realised what had happened; the customers had placed the entire

bag directly into the hot water.

[00:17:58] It was then that Sullivan intentionally made tea bags from gauze to103 104

make it easier for the tea to infuse , for it to brew . Tea bags allowed customers to105 106

brew a single cup of tea without brewing a whole pot.107

[00:18:16] Because the tea bags were so easy to use, they became a huge hit , and108

much of the tea-drinking world, with the exception of much of Asia, switched to using

pre-packaged tea in tea bags.

[00:18:32] So there you have it, five unusual origin stories of foods.

108 success

107 prepare, make

106 be made by mixing it with the water

105 be made by mixing it with the water

104 a very thin, light cloth

103 on purpose, deliberately

102 the feel or appearance of a surface

101 very thin
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[00:18:37] So next time you munch on a sandwich, reach for the ketchup bottle,109

make a cup of tea in the morning, or even visit the UK and have some fish and chips or

chicken tikka masala, well, you’ll know a little bit more about the history of where all

these wonderful foods came from.

[00:18:57] OK then, that’s it for today’s episode. I hope it was an interesting one, and

that you learned something new.

[00:19:05] As always, I’d love to know what you thought of this episode.

[00:19:09] We have of course only just scratched the surface of interesting origin110

stories about food, and there are so many more we could have talked about. So, my

questions for you are:

[00:19:21] What other fun stories are there that you know about?

[00:19:24] How do we even think about who “invented” something which has been

enjoyed in different formats all over the world?111

[00:19:31] And have you ever claimed to have invented your own dish?

[00:19:36] I would love to know.

111 ways or forms

110 dealt with a very small part of it

109 eat noisily
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[00:19:37] You can head right into our community forum, which is at

community.leonardoenglish.com and get chatting away to other curious minds.

[00:19:46] You've been listening to English Learning for Curious Minds, by Leonardo

English.

[00:19:51] I'm Alastair Budge, you stay safe, and I'll catch you in the next episode.

[END OF EPISODE]
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Key vocabulary

Word Definition

Culinary relating to cooking

Humble simple and ordinary, not remarkable

Extravaganza detailed, spectacular and exciting presentation

Roll up our sleeves pull up our sleeves as if getting ready to eat

Tuck in be involved with excitement in, get stuck into, start eating

Cry out say it loudly

Disclaimer formal statement

Rabbi Jewish religious leader

Prominent very well known, important

Spread covering a space

Unleavened made without yeast (a type of fungi)

Flatbread a type of flat, thin bread
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Crushed broken into small pieces

Symbolised represented

Mortar a mixture of sand, water and lime

Fillings pieces of food used to fill sandwiches, cakes etc.

Credited publicly acknowledged or considered as the inventor

Whopping surprisingly large amount of

Dedicated enthusiastic and devoted

Voracious having a strong desire for it

Signalled told him to do it by means of gestures or signs

Parcel wrapped object

Presumably in a very likely way but not certainly

Fashionable popular

Concept idea

Lurking waiting to be used while kept out of view

Condiments substances that people add to food to make it taste better
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Fermented chemically changed through the action of bacteria

Encountered met, came across

Anchovies a kind of small fish

Oysters large, flat sea animals that live in a shell

Vital necessary, very important

Horticulturist a person whose work involves growing garden plants

Pulp the soft fleshy part

Brandy a strong alcoholic drink

Bore had

Resemblance similarity, likeness

Store keep, pack

Ancestor earlier version

Yeast a type of tiny fungus

Mould a soft green substance that develops on old food

Preserve keep in its original condition
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Preservative substance used to keep food in its original condition

Keep stay in its original condition

Mass adoption the time when they were commonly used

Triumph a great success

Slogan a short easily remembered phrase

Blessed very fortunate, bringing happiness

Relief a feeling of happiness that something unpleasant had ended

Made from scratch from the beginning, without using anything that already existed

Ripe completely developed, mature

Preservatives substances used to keep food in its original condition

Purist someone who insists on doing things the way they are supposed to be

done

Abridged short

Concise short and clear

Expelled forced them to leave

Fleeing running to escape from danger
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Forbidden not allowed

Off limits not allowed to be used

Cod a large sea fish

Haddock a fish of the Northern Atlantic Ocean

Preserved stopped from going bad

Fled ran to escape from danger

Fit in feel that they belonged in that society

Tended to were likely to

Fitted was suitable or appropriate

Genius very clever

Surefire certain

Boost improve or increase

Morale the confidence and discipline of the people

Stormed suddenly attacked

Chaos a state of total confusion
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Assaulted attacked

Outlets shops that sold the goods of particular companies

Reigns supreme is the most important and powerful element

Magpie a black and white bird that steals bright things to bring back and put in

its nest

Shiny reflecting light, polished

Albeit although

Rival something that competes with others

Boneless without its bones

Shift the period in which he did his job

Tend to do it regularly or frequently

Smothered covered

Gravy a sauce made with meat juices and flour

Ulcer a break or sore in the skin

Stove a device used for warmth or cooking

Improvised made it without already having planned it
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Lit up became bright filled with joy

Lifted it up raised it to a higher position

Staple main or important element

Folklore myth, not real

Choking finding it difficult to breathe

Peculiar strange

Dip put (into a liquid)

Pouring causing it to drop or flow

Strainer a kitchen device with a lot of holes for separating liquid from solid

Messy causing a mess, untidy

Patent an official licence that would allow them to use it exclusively

Holder a device for putting the leaves in

Silk a soft but strong type of cloth

Fine very thin

Texture the feel or appearance of a surface
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Intentionally on purpose, deliberately

Gauze a very thin, light cloth

Infuse be made by mixing it with the water

Brew be made by mixing it with the water

Brew prepare, make

Hit success

Munch eat noisily

Scratched the

surface

dealt with a very small part of it

Formats ways or forms

We’d love to get your feedback on this episode.

What did you like? What could we do better?

What did you struggle to understand?

Let us know in the forum community.leonardoenglish.com
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